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About London Independent Photography

LIP is an informal forum for independent photographers that has 
been established for over 21 years, bringing together practitioners 
with different backgrounds and levels of expertise, who are 
interested in developing their skills and personal approach to 
photography.

LIP organises a programme of practical workshops, master 
classes and talks as well as various exhibitions throughout the 
year. It has satellite groups across London which meet regularly 
to discuss members’ work. Our magazine is currently published 
three times a year and is free to members. 

Join LIP
Annual Subscription: £20 or £16 if unwaged. 

Application details can be found on our website: 
www.londonphotography.org.uk/joinLIP.php

Satellite Groups: 
Small informal groups meet approximately once a month to 
discuss each other's work, plan exhibitions and just share 
ideas. The structure, content, times, dates, and frequency of the 
meetings are left to the individual groups to decide for themselves. 
Non-members as well as members are welcome.
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London Independent Photography 
Magazine aims to present 
contemporary work by independent 
emerging and established fine art 
photographers. Our approach is 
guided by a wish to explore the 
motivations and philosophies behind 
the visual through a combination of 
text and images. In this way we hope 
to inform and inspire our readers with 
different concepts, approaches and 
ideas within photographic practice. 

Photographs tend to accumulate, be 
it physically, digitally or as untaken 
images in our mind's eye. One image 
joins another as the eye atunes itself to 
the linking threads. This issue explores 
the relationship we have with collections, 
and how in the act of collecting value is 
attached to certain subject matter as well 
as to actual objects. 

The photographs included in this 
issue reveal different ideas about what 
collections might be or how we relate to 
them. Despite the idea of permanence 
that is often attributed to collections, most 
of the work presented here expresses a 
strong sense of temporality: collections 
remain unfinished, stories untold and 
memories re-collected. Many of the 
projects are driven by personal journeys of 
curiosity, fascination or obsession; others 
point at social or cultural phenomena that 
speak of our communal relationship to the 
material world around us.

The Missing Piece:
An Unfinished Collection
Anita Chandra

The building had an unusual charm. When I first encountered it in September 
2007 it was already derelict. The cold store warehouse Chambers Wharf, 
located in Rotherhithe, had been built in the 30s on a four-acre site. It was a 
concrete monster, so vast and imposing that each part of the structure could 
tell it’s own story. I began a collection of photographs that captured the many 
different angles, views and details I saw in that building.

Some time last year I discovered that the site was to be demolished and I had not 
completed my project yet. I was suddenly confronted with what this collection 
actually meant to me: when, if ever, is a collection complete? Can you continue 
a collection of photographs of something that is no longer there? 

While the disappearence of the building forced a closure to my collection, I will 
always feel that I am missing a piece, a piece of an unfinished collection.

Introduction:
Collections
Britt Hatzius, editor

Chambers Wharf Demolition, November 2008
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Whilst digging up the lawn to make way for a 
vegetable patch at our home in Milton Keynes, 
my husband and I started to come across objects 
buried deep in the soil.  Some of the objects were 
what one may consider ‘rubbish’; rusty nails, 
broken glass and bones.  Other artifacts were 
more specific; bottles, toys and tools.  It occurred 
to me that all these objects had a history, a place 
and use in someone’s life, someone who had 
lived here before me.  

When we move to a new house, we see it as 
‘ours’.  We claim ownership and feel as though 
it is our exclusive little corner of the world.  The 
truth is that in this place we call home we are 
merely visitors. There were people who lived here 
before us and there will be people who live here 
after us.  We rarely think about the lineage of a 
property. Who lived here, what were they like, 
what happened to them?  And likewise, when it is 
our turn to leave, we will be rarely thought of too.

Through making archaeological discoveries in our 
own back gardens we start to think about and 
acknowledge the history of a place and indeed 
our own fleeting existence in one location. When 
we move away it will be the objects that we leave 
behind that will be the only proof that we were 
ever there.

Elizabeth was the winner of Channel 4’s ‘Picture This’ 

photography competition and has exhibited at The Baltic 

in Newcastle, The Old Trumen Brewery in London and 

as part of Brighton Photo Fringe.  This summer she will 

be exhibiting at The Viewfinder Photography Gallery in 

Greenwich and at Westbury Farm Studios in Milton Keynes.

A collection of objects found in the garden      
Elizabeth Gordon
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Ellie Davies recalls taking her first-ever digital photograph 
at night - it's of a man standing next to a pool watching 
a woman swimming, about to approach the surface. 
That photograph was later selected as the memorable 
presentation image for LIP's 20th Annual Exhibition (2008), 
and in May it was wrapped around the cover of the New 
York Photo Awards 2008 Annual catalogue. 
       
Ellie doesn't seem to do things by halves. In December 
2008 she graduated with an MA Photography from 
London College of Communication, and already this 
year her work has been shown in five exhibitions 
including Beautiful Landscapes at 3 Bedfordbury 
Gallery and New Landscape at Kalman Crane Gallery 
in Brighton, which she co-curated.

This series Ellie calls 'a collection of non-portraits' was created for 
Format Festival 2009 with Latitude Photographers (a collective she 
is a part of) as a response to the line ‘I Always Knew You’d Come 
Back...’. The photographs were made of friends in their own homes 
or gardens, and in her words the work "explores the relationship 
between the viewer and the viewed. The images are concerned with 
the possibility of the ‘non-portrait’ and the notion that the subject 
might repel the gaze of the camera and the viewer.  Each figure holds 
a torch that shines into the lens and conceals their full identity; the 
flare of light disrupts the process by which the viewer may fully read 
the portrait for information about the subject.  As the viewer of the 
image is captured in the torchlight that bursts from the image, the 
dynamic of viewing is reversed as they become the object of view."

"The images encourage an escapist fantasy, a narrative that exists 
only in the imagination of the viewer and suggests a storyline that 
surrounds the image, past and future."

The relationship between the viewer and the viewed is a theme which 
links all of Ellie's work, as in her photograph where we are infinitely 
drawn into watching the man watching the woman in the pool. 

I met with her downstairs at the Curzon cinema in Soho to discuss her 
series work approach to photography and her history with the medium.

This series you created as a contribution to a Latitude 
Photographers theme, how did that come about?

We went to the Format Festival in Derby, and the theme was the 
interrelationship between photography and film. So we all (members 
of the collective) produced work related to the title "I Always Knew 

You'd Come Back" and everybody's prints were mounted and put in 
a box on the wall. The public were invited to take the pile of prints 
and form their own narrative from 6 or 7 images and put them onto 
a shelf we made on the wall. They laid them out. The idea was of a 
film narrative. We photographed and interviewed them discussing 
what their story meant. We made a book of the original images and 
we're now making a second book, which will be the final outcome, 
including the work on the shelf and the transcripts of the interviews. 
So the two books will work together as a body of work.

How did the Latitude Photographers collective come together?

We're all ex-students from the Photography MA at LCC, mostly from 
the year that graduated before me, and three of us from my year 
joined, so there are 15 of us now. We're still working out what our 
goals are together as a collective. We had a show last summer called 
Circles of Latitude at Four Corners Gallery and we all responded to 
the theme of 'Latitude' which was a very broad brief. Now that we 
as photographers are becoming a bit tighter with our work, we want 
our briefs for future shows to also be tighter. It worked really well, the 
show was successful, but we want to keep pushing it and find out 
what we can do with a brief. 

There's quite a few photographers collectives forming these 
days, what do you think of that?

I think it's amazing. Firstly, working as an artist can be a lonely 
business, so being in a collective has this support mechanism and 
we meet every couple of weeks. We bring in work and crit each 
others' work, which is something you don't have access to when 
you leave college. You meet every couple of weeks and know you 
can get honest feedback from the kind of people who have a critical 
theory perspective. Everyone's engaged in the art world and reading, 
going to exhibitions, so there's an amazing resource to draw on 
when it comes to showing new work and it can be nourishing to your 
practice. We're all doing really different things in our personal work 
but can bring something to each other. It allows you to potentially put 
together shows that involve collaboration.
 
I do feel that my Latitude work and my personal work are separate. 
When working on a theme we all try and produce new work which 
may end up looking different from our own practice and I think that 
pushes you as well to experiment. 

Ellie Davies’s Collaboration see:  www.latitudephotographers.com

‘I Always Knew You’d Come Back...’        
Interview with Ellie Davies, written by Tiffany Jones 
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Cyan Tests

Polaroid is an iconic medium, adopted by photographers both 
professional and amateur, since the late 1940’s. The quality is 
so unique with chemical bleeds, colour and tonal attributes that 
cannot be reproduced easily – the brilliance of analogue that is 
slowly fading from contemporary photography. 

Since hearing the news that Polaroid was to be no more, 
we travelled to the heart of film production with the intention 
to document the disappearance of Polaroid as we know it. 
Enschede, Holland was home to the only working Polaroid factory 
outside of America and the last site to close in July 2008.  
 

On arrival, we found a factory that was scaled down from its early 
days of mass production. What remained was a humble activity 
of the long-standing factory workers seeing out the last days of 
Polaroid. The factory floor was filled with a distinctive smell of 
machine grease and chemicals reminiscent of any traditional 
darkroom. The lack of modern technology alongside evidence 
of antiquated machinery and highly skilled workers, made our 
experience rather nostalgic. Shot entirely on Polaroid ranging 
from the large format 10x8 and 5x4 right through to the smaller 
and original SX-70 Polaroid, the outcome attempts to capture the 
character of this place, a dying landscape of Polaroid’s factory floor. 

Betsy Work Station

Reels & Spools

Chemical Room

Polaroid      
Mark Pattenden and Kate Jackling
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‘What clothing and photography have in 
common is that they are simultaneously 
present and absent. They are both an 
object and a souvenir of a subject.’
 

A dress can be provocative, it can expose 

and transform the body; it can conceal and protect; or, it can simply be discarded and become a relic from the past. Collections 
of photographs fade and weaken like preserved childhood dresses and felt hats from distant uncles, lying silent in abandoned 
places amongst the leftovers. Perhaps one day exciting our memory to recall the body and make a poignant second grave 
for the being. This timeless fern patterned dress has lived with me for many years and the delicate fabric bears a strong 
resemblance to the cyanotype prints made by the botanist Anna Atkins in the 1840’s. I physically describe my reflections as 
both the subject and the photographer, so creating my own series of images that may, in turn, repeat the cycle.

Shadow Dress      
Clare Park
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This is a collection of diaries, notes 
that I have kept since I was a child.  I 
began by selecting the years that 
had particularly memorable events 
and chose pages where dates or 
entries had strong significance. It was 
strange re-reading the past in this way, 
experiences that had become filtered 
through memory. It made me question 
how thoughts and events that we 
consider life changing alter over time, 
become embellished or distorted. 
I submerged the selected pages in 
water, froze and photographed them.  
The effects were unpredictable; the 
thickness of the ice would obscure 
some words, drawing attention to 
others. It was as if the process of 
freezing determined the importance of 
recollected moments of my past. 

Re-Collect      
Mandy Williams
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I have amassed a collection of photographs from 
three years of walking the dog. I do not plan what 
I will look at on each walk but gather the moments 
of ‘seeing’ into albums and documents. 

Last September I noticed the barbed wire fences 
alongside the footpaths and the natural debris 
caught on them. As the walks continued, so 
did my noticing animal hair wrapped around 
the barbed wire. The sharp barbs offer relief 
to bovine or equine itch. Slowly, through the 
changing weather and the seasons, I watched 
an embryonic theme emerge and, bit by bit, I too 
have become a collector. 

One picture does not recall for me the experience 
I have of these walks day on day. They are an 
accumulation of sensations, feelings, embodied 
seeing – made up of moments caught, not as 
photographer, but as choreographer, using 
a lens to gather ‘stillnesses’ from a world in 
constant motion and therefore change.  

Gathering Dust      
Debbie Green

Lost Gloves         
Michael Rodgers
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Every item that we own has an origin. All that surrounds us in our 
homes and places of work, or as we journey through a modern 
metropolis, has been extracted from the natural world. The man-
made world is a world that has been cut, drilled, quarried and 
pumped from our surroundings; a world wholly created from the 
raw materials found on and just beneath the Earth’s surface.  As 
it is true that all of these items have an origin, so it is true that the 
components of the synthetic world have a destiny – a final resting 
place – for when we no longer require them. Their presence in our 
company is often fleeting. Once it has been decided that they are no 
longer wanted or needed, manufactured goods are returned to the 
earth, as waste.

While the lifespan of man-made goods is declining it follows that 
the transition from raw materials to discarded waste is accelerating. 
Our growing addiction to consumption could ultimately be suicidal 
as many of the Earth’s resources are finite, and even those that we 
consider infinite become finite if mismanaged.   

Less than fifty years ago, the UK was self-sufficient - living within 
its environmental means. Today it is a net importer, using over three 
times its share of global resources. If everyone on the planet were 

to enjoy a similar lifestyle to the average UK citizen, three and a third 
planet Earths would be required to sustain us all - and the UK is 
not the worst offender. As parts of the developing world begin to 
accelerate their success in replicating western standards of living 
and, consequentially, replicating western levels of consumption, 
the issue of declining natural resources and increased waste will 
become more pressing. Added to this is the continuing rise in world 
population, placing an ever higher demand on supplies. The trend 
for developing nations as they become more affluent is an increase 
in waste as well as wealth.                               
 
Currently, consumption and waste are intrinsically linked - as 
the former rises so does the latter. Increased awareness of the 
Earth’s limits should be prompting us to live within its means rather 
than continuing along the road of increased disposability. The 
consequences of our accumulative actions will be a world exhausted 
of the raw materials that currently we take for granted. Peak oil 
production is already thought to be upon us, with many other less 
visible stocks also at the point of, or close to, decline. The more we 
consume beyond sustainable limits the faster we deplete the world 
of the materials that support us.
     

Cycles      
Simon Carruthers 
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66 : The Story of A House

This house is a home
This home has a heart
It lives and breathes
It loves and breeds

Familiar shadows in familiar halls
Creaking stairs and groaning walls
Sounds of laughter cries and tears
Haunting memories of childhood fears

Time passes
Nothing changes
Time stands still
Everything changes 

Dust settles on faded chairs
Discarded dolls and teddy bears
Favourite books with well-worn pages
Gramophone records not played in ages

Lives begun 
Lives lived
Lives ended
Lives remembered

Boxes tins and albums full
Of people smiling 
Of people laughing
Of people born
Of people gone
Of every day
Of celebrations
Of private moments
Moments shared 
Never lost
Forever
Together

In drawers
On walls
On floors
Forties, Fifties, 
Sixties, Seventies, 
Eighties, Nineties
Even Noughties
Here collected
Trends and fashions
All reflected

Novelty soaps in ageing shades
Shaving sticks and worn out blades
Plastic combs with old grey hairs
Flannels and towels with age old cares

Empty hangers
Once loved clothes
Bags and shoes

And cherished jewels
Knick-knacks
Presents 
Children’s toys
Old board games
And dominoes
Candlewick bedspreads
Candy striped sheets
Fibre glass curtains
Dazzling white nets

The ‘New World’ gas cooker
A stylish looker
World weary and old
And now strangely cold

Creepy crawlies 
Scary spiders
Battered deckchairs
Izal paper
Locked inside by cheeky brother
The outdoor toilet 
Cold and damp

Rhododendrons, roses 
Chrysanthemums and dahlias
Carnations, hydrangeas 
Fuchsias and hostas
A profusion of colours
Textures and scents
Creating a wall inside and out

But Johnny the Tortoise
Is King of the Garden 
Eating up cherries
That fall from the tree
Crashing down fences
For succulent leaves 
And fresh runner beans
Moving so fast
To see who is there
Attacking the feet
To welcome or scare?
Best friends with the cat
And so sad when he’s gone

This house is a home 
A home with a heart

The heart of the house?
Not a table and chairs
Not a warm coal fire
Not a purring cat
But rooms that echo
With laughing and crying 
With fighting and shouting
With loving and caring
With people who linger
And linger forever.

66: The Story of a House      
Marysia Lachowicz
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Born in 1992, curator and collector 
Gerald Wells has to be one of the 
worlds most dedicated collectors. He 
has turned his house into a museum, 
The British Vintage Wireless and 
Television Museum. In 13 rooms he 
has around 1300 radio sets on display. 
His fascination with 'anything electrical' 
and a sense of miracle and wonder 
surrounding technology has brought 
him to assemble an incredible collection 
of countless radio and television 
models. Even his bedroom is filled with 
classic radios and record players and 
a DJ set up from which he broadcasts 
music and chats over the microphone 
to the various rooms in his house. 

DJ      
Tim Cragg
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“The greatest rule about collecting is that you must buy what you 
like because you might have to live with it a long time. All that glitters 
is not gold”, I heard Judith Miller, originator of the Miller’s Antiques 
and Collectibles price guides telling enthusiasts over the years that I 
worked with her.  Judith presented an ITV series called The Antiques 
Trail, which I created, produced and directed in the late 90s, before 
bargain-hunting shows flooded our screens.  

Our filming for each show would start at a small local auction where 
we would turn up for the preview to look for items of interest that 
would lead us on a trail of discovery.  That trail would inevitably end 
up in the home of a collector. I must have filmed over a hundred 
collectors in my time and I rarely got bored.  It never ceased to amaze 
me what people collect. A vicar’s wife from Gloucestershire had a 
passion for knickers and was the proud owner of a pair belonging to 
Queen Victoria. It also never ceased to astonish me how much stuff 
collectors could pack away into sometimes very small houses.  One 
young man in his thirties had so many cookers from the 1920s to 
the 1960s in his two up two down Bristol terrace that it made filming 
very tricky indeed.  Frustrated girlfriends came and went but the 
cookers stayed.

At the time of making The Antiques Trail I was a committed minimalist.  
I had absolutely no interest in collecting.  Then one day, Judith Miller 
and I found a box of miscellaneous dolls heads and rag dolls at an 
auction.  As a child I was a bit of a tomboy and never liked dolls, 
having always found old dolls rather spooky.  However, peering out 
of this box was the cheeky face of a jaunty sailor doll made out of 
fabric.  Judith proclaimed “Ah, a Norah Wellings doll.  Let’s film this 

one and make a bid for the box.  It will make an interesting item for 
the programme”.  We got the miscellaneous box in its entirety for 
£30.  The trail began and with it, my passion.

Our voyage of discovery led us to the Pollock’s Toy Museum in 
London.  Here we discovered that Norah Wellings was an English 
soft toy maker and talented designer who ran her own company 
from 1926 to 1959.  Some of her most popular and enduring toys 
are the cloth dolls, particularly sailors, made especially for the great 
ocean liners.  By 1941 Norah Wellings’ very distinctive dolls, all 
tagged with her name, were sold all over the world and at least 70% 
were for export.  After looking at a few fine examples in the museum, 
I was hooked.  

So why did I, a hard-bitten, non-girly, unsentimental TV producer 
decide to become a collector of Norah Wellings dolls, for heaven’s 
sake? 

What captivates me about them is the expression on their hand 
painted faces, which are all very individual.  They look at you out of 
the corners of their eyes and there’s always the feeling that they’re 
about to commit mischief.  There’s nothing twee about them and 
they have a warmth that is lacking in porcelain dolls.

Because the dolls are made of fabric not many have survived in good 
condition.  When Norah closed her factory in 1959 at the age of 66, 
she had many offers from toy companies wanting to purchase her 
toy factory and designs, but refused them all.  Instead she burned 
not only her designs, but the special tools used to execute them. 

A cynical minimalist becomes a collector       
Anne Clements
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Simon Norfolk: 
The Beauty of Ruins and Other Works      
Written by Carol Hudson
 
After an unfortunate technical hitch that delayed the start of the 
lecture for 30 minutes, Simon Norfolk began speaking quickly and, 
gathering momentum by the minute, treated the audience to a 
roller coaster ride through history, art, political theory and military 
ambition.  We soared blissfully towards the sublime only to speed 
headlong down towards the folly of mankind over and over again.  
The journey was exhilarating, amusing and entertaining but I cannot 
deny feeling just a little queasy once the roller coaster stopped and I 
had time to regain my thoughts.

The experience of listening to Norfolk speaking about his practice 
as a photographer is in complete contrast to that of looking at his 
beautiful, evocative images. As I listen to the words spoken, the 
urgency of political action seems paramount but as I contemplate 
the images, the message becomes one of aesthetic, perhaps even 
spiritual, contemplation. The tension created by this outpouring of 
words was hypnotic, creating a kind of paralysis in which difficult 
messages are anesthetised.

The painful beauty of many of his carefully constructed and thoughtful 
images, reward the quiet, conceptual gaze. Time after time, painterly 
quotes and political premises underscore the descriptive qualities 
of time and place. Photography claims rightful status as archivist for 
ephemeral things, storing detailed descriptive images lest we forget, 
but it is often less successful at addressing our attention to things 
that are not seen, intangibles which nevertheless shape individual 
lives and even, perhaps the destiny of man.  Yet it is precisely these 
force to which Norfolk wishes to call our attention.  And he believes 
that dialogue can only begin once we have been drawn in by beauty.

Norfolk speaks with passion about the politics that inform imperial 
ambitions and his lecture grimly reminded us of the nature of modern 
military weapons.  The greatest minds have been employed in the 
design and manufacture of ever more ingenious ways to destroy, 
maim and kill. And yet, as he talked about the devastating realities 
of 21st Century warfare he showed images of exceptional beauty, 
photographs which invoke the mysteries of energy, of forces far 
greater than those in the hands of any single individual.  They were, 
indeed awesome.  In one image, a deep-blue velvet night sky, traced 
with the tracks of stars, is torn asunder by the force of a nuclear 
missile.  The aggression concealed deep within these innocuous 
looking, decommissioned, missile heads (playfully fired on so- called 
Glory Trip Days), rips through the image like the slice of a machete 
on flesh, leaving a gaping wound in the night sky.  The equivalence 
stings home.

And as we look at this image, Norfolk asks if he is going fast enough 
and quickens his pace.  I want him to slow down, to allow us to 
think, but there is no stopping him now.  He has too much to say, too 
much to show and, paradoxically, he does not allow us the luxury of 
the kind of response that his photographs seek.  But, perhaps, I am 
judging harshly, perhaps this lecture is best seen as a metaphor for 

events which overtake and bewilder us by their speed, and which 
can only be assessed in the calm that follows. It is this calm that 
Norfolk photographs, the wreckage, the ruin and sometimes the 
flicker of renewal.

The lecture had begun, not with an image but with a poem, a slide 
showing Shelley’s sonnet ‘Ozymandias”1, but to me these words of 
St Paul are more apt:  "While we look not at the things which are seen, 
but at the things which are not seen: for the things which are seen 
are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal."2 We 
do not look upon these works and despair, rather we are reminded, 
over and over again, that redemption is possible. But these images 
also remind us that we too have something to expiate: a political 
indifference that allows ruins (even follies) to be engendered in our 
name.

If this main course of the lecture was not easy to digest, the same 
cannot be said of desert.  Without even a pause for breath, we were 
presented with a much lighter (figuratively and literally) set of work 
made for The National Geographic magazine,  Mayan Temples 
photographed at night and lit by huge and powerful generators 
to create spectacular cinematic sets such as might be seen in a 
Hollywood epic. These sumptuous and very, very expensive (a 
quarter of a million pounds was quoted) images waited only for their 
actors to perform.  A truly delightful desert of extravagant frivolity 
on which to end.  This was a memorial lecture that Janet Hall would 
surely have loved.

The Janet Hall Memorial Lecture took place at Steiner House on 
March 25th 2009.
Carol Hudson is Senior Lecturer at Thames Valley University

1Ozymandius
by: Percy Bysshe Shelley

I met a traveler from an antique land
Who said: "Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert... Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal these words appear:
My name is Ozymandius, King of Kings,
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.
  
22 Corinthians 4:18  (King James Version) Maya Rise and Fall: the glory and ruin of the great Maya Empire; Simon Norfolk with per-

mission of Conaculta-INAH, Mexico (Published in National Geographic August 2007)

Glory Trip 197; A test launch of an unarmed Minuteman III nuclear missile (with its war-

head removed) from Vandenberg Air Force Base, California; SimonNorfolk 2008
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True: Reflections on Thomas Joshua Cooper’s 
Recent Work      
Written by Virginia Kuhri
 
Referring to his recent exhibition at the Haunch of Venison Gallery 
The Guardian stated:
“Since 1990 Cooper has been hellbent on documenting the extreme 
edges of the world, resulting in enough near-death experiences to 
give Ranulph Fiennes a run up a mountain.” 
But in one of his rare gallery talks Thomas Cooper stated quite 
clearly that his aim was not to document anything (he calls himself 
a ‘picture maker and story teller’) and, further, that the work must 
stand on its own, creating its own imaginative space and meaning, 
separate from the maker and the many adventures of its production; 
not the how but the why of the work is what matters. 
 
But first the what. Within the gallery spaces hung 79 monochrome 
prints of water, rock, ice, snow and fog – from dense materiality 
to the ethereal, images from the very ends of the earth in both 
polar regions. True is part of a four-part body of work, An Atlas of 
Emptiness and Extremity, The World’s Edge and The Atlantic Basin 
Project that will chart cardinal points around the Atlantic Basin. The 
previous two have been shown as Point of No Return and Ojo de 
Agua.. 
 
Ideas and words are important to Thomas; some key ideas run 
through this work. Foremost is the fact that the subject of the image
is not the same as its content. While the subject of the work may be 
views from various compass points in the Arctic and Antarctic, the 
content refers to the imaginative space that they open. True is the 
title of the exhibition as well as the accompanying catalogue/book. 
On the face of it ‘true’ would refer to the compass points of true 
north and true south. But he has more in mind. In order to emphasize 
the importance of this word he has placed at the end of the book 
five pages of definitions of ‘true’ from the Oxford English Dictionary. 
What, after all, is ‘true’?
 
This leads to the central idea of the work, the idea of extremity – the 
edge – of being on the edge of a void, that emptiness which can 
also be seen as a fullness or potential, but which ordinarily strikes 
fear in the perceiver, fear of the unknown, of terra incognita. It is 
fear which runs through the imaginative space of the work.  An Inuit 
Shaman once told Thomas, “Do not believe; fear.” It is primal fear, 
which allows physical survival in extreme conditions by creating 
a heightened sense of awareness, an animal alertness in hostile 
surroundings.  Is it also perhaps the metaphysical fear of gazing into 
the void that creates the heightened state of consciousness in which 
terrifying emptiness becomes the light-filled space of enlightenment?
 
Gazing is the activity in which Thomas says he is primarily involved 
– gazing into not at the subject of contemplation. And silence too 
is important, silence related to negative space, to the void. And 
what is more lifelessly silent than the north and south poles when 
the wind isn’t blowing? Connected with this is dreaming, that state 
which transcends everyday reality. In fact the two pictures on the 
last gallery wall are entitled Dreaming the North Polar Winter Solstice 

and Dreaming the South Polar Winter Solstice; they are almost 
completely black – ultimate darkness. Is it the dreamtime of the 
Australian Aboriginals, the darkness at the beginning or end of the 
world? Or perhaps the black holes and anti-matter of physics?
 
The idea of time also runs through the work, not ordinary linear time, 
but Deep Time, or duration, huge expanses of geological time, which 
dwarf human history. This is echoed by the vast empty space of the 
ocean and land at the poles and where again, one feels dwarfed - a 
mere dot in the cosmos. What is the true place of the human being?
 
But this work is not just the result of an exploration of earth and sea, 
or of ideas, it is also an exploration of the medium of photography, 
of black and white printing and its inherent polarities. . . black/white, 
dark/light. Thomas has always been interested in the metaphoric 
possibilities of black, of darkness, the mystical ‘darkness at noon’ or 
‘seeing the sun at midnight’. . . His first book was entitled Between 
Dark and Dark.  With his images of ice, snow and fog, lifting, settling 
and freezing he has now added extreme ‘high key’ whites to his 
palette, with its metaphoric possibilities of the idea of ‘whiteness’.  
Think for example of Scottish poet, Kenneth White’s white field of 
thought or the terrifying whiteness of the whale, Moby Dick.
 
There were several very high contrast pictures which might be 
considered mistakes with blocked shadows and burnt out highlights. 
However, knowing Thomas’ care and precision in picture making 
one has to assume that it is intended. Why? Is it a new exploration 
of the extremities of photography? Of pure (true?) black and pure 
white in a picture? Perhaps an answer is found in the picture located 
midway through the exhibition, Last Light-shifting ice-sudden 
danger Garla che Straight at Orleans Straight.  A rock face at the top 
of the picture glitters harshly, creating a disturbing discordance with 
the smooth, shimmering grey expanse of water below. It is a riveting 
image. In such high contrast images the polarities of black and white 
emphasize the tension between the heavy materiality of rock and 
the dematerialized space of water to produce a very contemporary 
‘music’
 
This is art made from obsessive exploration and existential 
questioning, an art ‘En Extremis’.  By going to physical, mental and 
emotional extremes at the extremities of the world and then making 
pictures which take photography to its extremes, he takes us, if we 
look long enough and quietly enough to enter it, into an imaginative 
space where we may contact our own extremity and where we might 
begin to know what it is to be human, to be ‘true’.
 
Exhibited at the Haunch of Venison Gallery, 6 Burlington Gardens 
London W1S 3ET, 1-30May 2009
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This year's Royal Academy Summer Show 
includes two LIP members’ work. Edward 
Bowman, who was one of the UK pioneers of 
colour printing and later one of the first to make 
the switch to digital, has had two photographs 
selected. Vanja Karas has had her piece entitled 
'Making Space - Uninterrupted' included.

Badlands Calgary

Call for Submissions

This year’s 21st Annual London Independent Photography 
exhibition will be held from the 19th to 31st October 2009 in 
Cottons Atrium, London Bridge.  Entry is open to all London 
Independent Photography members and celebrates the best of 
work by members over the last 12 months.

Submission Deadlines
Submitting to Brigitte (Hanwell): 20th Aug (6-9pm) & 22nd Aug 
(11-2pm)
Submitting to John (Shoreditch): 21st Aug (6-9pm) & 22nd Aug 
(11am-2pm)

Changes to the exhibition this year:
A short artist statement to accompany prints hung
All prints to be displayed online in virtual gallery
Slight increase in entry fee to £6
Hanging fee remains at £5 per print selected
Collection and delivery points for prints in Shoreditch (East 
London) and Hanwell (West London) 
Exhibition boards will be repainted & refurbished
Following the success of the 20th LIP Exhibition catalogue we will 
be producing a similar book this year.

Selectors
As exhibition organisers we go to great lengths to make sure 
that the selection process is fair and impartial.  To ensure this 
is the case we ask established members of the photographic 
community who are not part of LIP to make the selection, this is 
done in a manner so that at no point any selector knows whose 
prints they are viewing. This year we are very lucky to have two 
individuals who really can be said to have a good understanding 
of London’s photographic movement.

Ms Magda Keaney, Curator Photography, National Portrait Gallery
Magda Keaney is a curator and writer. Formerly a curator at the 
Australian National Portrait Gallery, she held a research fellowship 
with the photography collection at the Victoria & Albert Museum 
(2003) and subsequently worked with the fashion photography 
agency M.A.P (Management and Production). She is currently 
Associate Curator of Photographs at the National Portrait Gallery, 
London. 

Independent projects include The Terrible Boredom of Paradise 
by Derek Henderson at CuratorSpace, London (2005), Pret-a-
Porter - Infrastructure Spectaculaire by Immo Klink at the Centre 
for Contemporary Photography, Melbourne (2006), Fifteen 
Minutes of Fashion with Giles Price for SHOWstudio (2008) and 
as guest curator of the Friday Late Close Up for the Victoria & 
Albert Museum (2008). She was a judge in the 2004 Schweppes 

Photographic Prize at the National Portrait Gallery, London as 
well as for the Photographers’ Gallery Fresh Faced and Wild Eyed 
exhibition (2009) and has written widely on photography including 
for American Photo, Portfolio, Photofile, Exit, Contemporary, Big, 
Pol/Oxygen, and Vogue China magazines. Her book, World’s 
Top Photographers Fashion and Advertising was published by 
RotoVision in 2007.

Ms Susanna Brown, Curator Photography, V&A Museum
Susanna Brown is a Curator of Photographs at the Victoria & 
Albert Museum, London, which houses one of the largest and 
most important photography collections in the world.  She 
previously worked in the Photographs Collection at London’s 
National Portrait Gallery, and studied Art History at Bristol 
University before completing an MA in the History and Theory 
of the Art Museum at the Courtauld Institute.  Her particular 
interests include 20th-century and contemporary photography 
and fashion imagery, and the history of photographic exhibitions. 
Publications include numerous photographers' biographies 
for the Oxford Dictionary Of National Biography and frequent 
contributions to photographic journals and magazines including 
Blueprint, Cent Magazine, Grafik, Distill, and The British Journal 
of Photography.

Submission Guidelines & Rules
To make the exhibition fair, impartial and organised we have set 
out a number of guidelines and rules which members are kindly 
requested to read carefully.  These are all shown on the entry 
form.  Please do contact the exhibition organisers if you have any 
questions or if something is unclear.

Submission Advice
There are no criteria or central theme to the exhibition except 
that it represents the best of members work from the last 12 
months.  The selectors tend to favour a series of prints above 
single photographs but this is the only guidance in terms of style 
that we give.

The space that we have to exhibit our prints is limited to about 
125 prints. In previous years the number of prints submitted has 
been around 350, so the standard is always very high. For those 
who do succeed in having prints displayed it is a very rewarding 
experience, for those who are unlucky not to have any prints 
accepted there is always the knowledge that selection is a very 
subjective process and so please do not be disheartened, do 
come to the exhibition and see if you agree with our selectors 
choices.

We are also very conscious that for some members this may be 
your first exhibition so please do feel free to ask for guidance and 
assistance in printing, mounting and framing etc.

For further information and to download a submission form:
www.londonphotography.org.uk/exhibitions/LIP21Annual/

John Stead & LIP Exhibition Team
Tel: 07971.460.788
Email:exhibitions@londonphotography.org.uk

Photographs      

Making Space - Uninterrupted
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Portrait of LIP member, Peter Marshall Portrait of LIP member, Anne Crabbe

2006/7 local shopkeepers 2006/7 local shopkeepers

Tony Mayne always preferred to 
photograph people and would often 
approach people that he saw in the 
street and ask if he could take their 
picture.  He loved to talk to them and 
hear their stories. 

Tony Mayne
8th November 1941-12th April 2009
 
There was the white horse that had to have one side painted black. 
Then the sheep’s eyes that had to be eaten or the African tribe would 
have been offended. I also learnt about The Socratic Method - a 
basis of modern philosophy. These all too brief chats I had with Tony 
Mayne, listening to his stories of the film world and the philosophy he 
had studied, endeared me to this worldly and witty - though never 
pompous - urbane man. I wished I could have spent more time with 
him to discuss his love of the music, literature, film and photography 
that informed his life. If I had, I knew I should have had a superior 
quality of direct, kindly, but honest discussion – because Tony said 
what he wanted to say and not what he thought it was cool to say. 
He was never in any sense abrasive, but you knew where you were 
with him. He was bang on terra firma and that’s where the best 
human beings are found.  
Peter Jennings

Soon after I met Carol Hudson and twisted her arm to join 
Framework I became aware of Tony Mayne, but it was very much 
in character that it was some time before I realised that he was also 
a fine photographer. Like many of us, Tony had caught the bug at 
an early age, and much later we found that our paths had crossed 
geographically at Hinckley Grammar, where he spent his time taking 
photographs and I very briefly taught ten years or more later.
Tony studied photography at college in Leicester and went to work 
as a press photographer, and the few pictures from that time he 
brought to our LIP meetings showed he was a very good one. He 
had a real interest in people and could talk to anyone, and much 
more rare, listen to what they said and ask just the right questions.
He often claimed it was a matter of luck being picked from of 
hundreds of applicants for his first job with the BBC, but I never 
believed him. Tony’s attitude, reliability and his skills surely made 
him stand out. Later he left to follow his interests in further studies 
in philosophy - which led to Carol Hudson – before again being 
taken on by the BBC, working as a cameraman on many major 
programmes until his early retirement.
I got to know Tony better as editor of LipService in the 1990s, 
when he was my most dependable contributor. A long article gave 
advice on attending the Arles festival (his communication skills 
worked in French too.)   He wrote reviews, including for several LIP 
shows and his comments were always thoughtful, to the point and 
positive. He enlivened meetings with rapid wordplay, which often 
had us groaning, but also found ways to encourage and suggest 
the development of everyone's work, from the most hopeless and 
disorganised to the most polished. At times when I was particularly 
despondent his comments were a real encouragement to me.
Tony helped in LIP in so many ways, never happier than when he 
could help others. He loved to drive Fred and me back from LIP 
meetings in Thornton Heath, although it took him miles out of his 
way, and often collected and delivered work for LIP exhibitions. 
One project by Tony was to take many of our portraits, bringing 
lights to homes or studios and photographing us 'in situ.' I sat in an 
armchair sucking my pencil and watched him at work, impressed by 
his professional approach, and a couple of days later had a full set 
of prints from the session. He took a series of pictures of shops not 
far from his home, bringing prints along to our LIP group at Sam's. 
We poked them around, cropped them, made suggestions and all 
the kind of things photographers like to do to other people's work. 
Next month Tony came back with another set of prints, having taken 
on board the comments we had made, gone back and done the job 
again.
All of us will miss Tony. I really miss those long car journeys and the 
talks we had together. Miss those rapid quips. Miss the perceptive 
comments and the support. It sounds trite, but its true, he was one 
of the nicest people I've met.
Peter Marshall

Obituary      
Written by Peter Jennings and Peter Marshall
With photographs by Tony Mayne

Tony Mayne
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Viewfinder Photography Gallery
The Second Greenwich Annuale 
An exhibition by the Greenwich Satellite Group of London Independent Photography
 
20th August to 30th August 2009

The Greenwich group of London Independent Photographers presents its second exhibition at its monthly meeting place, the Viewfinder 
Photography Gallery on Peyton Place.

The grand title Greenwich Annuale (shades of Venice-on-the-Thames) reflects the openness and inclusiveness of the group – anyone who 
had ever attended a Greenwich Group meeting was invited to enter one image, with each submitted image being accepted. The Greenwich 
LIP group, established in May 2007, is open to anyone, LIP member or not. Experience ranges from those who have spent a lifetime in 
photography, to those who spent last weekend and those still opening the box.

Linear House, Peyton Place, off Royal Hill, Greenwich, London SE10 8RS,  gallery@viewfinder.org.uk,  www.viewfinder.org.uk

Monday to Friday, 9-5pm,  Saturday, Sunday and Bank Holidays 12-4pm
Admission: Free

Diemar/Noble 
Photography Gallery
Incandescence
Photographs by Maeve Berry

In her photographs, Maeve Berry explores the visual void, demystifying and stripping back all material trappings - bones laid bare to reveal beauty 
in the thing that we fear the most. Taken within a cremator, the images aim to confront the taboos surrounding death imagery in modern society.

29.07.09 - 5.09.09 
66/67 Well Street, London W1T3PY
enquiries@diemarnoble.com

Phaidon Press has finally put Danny Lyon’s 
remarkable career into one great volume. 
Spanning over 40years worth of work, 
the often overlooked work by Lyon is now 
available, complete with a large selection 
of insightful essays and diary entries by the 
man himself. 

His Bikeriders series is known to most, 
but perhaps little else. This retrospective 
includes only his personal projects. In the 
introduction he states, ‘None of the pictures 
you see here were made on assignment. 
They were made by me because I wanted to 
make them.’

The insightful nature of his picture making 
comes through beautifully as his subjects 
relaxed demeanours display their ease with 
Lyon and his camera. In Uptown children 
play, couples cuddle and families are seen 
hanging out on the streets of Chicago in 1965. 
The poor community he once photographed 
is now full of condo buildings. He includes 
a letter dated October 2008, sent to him by 
Rita Knight, the grandmother of three girls 
he had photographed informing him of the 
changes and the situations of many of the 
‘old gang’ whose fates were often sad, but 
‘some of us made it out’ she writes. 

The city most known as a place to collect 
stories is arguably New York. Many 
photographic books have been published 
over the years and I have many of them 
myself. The latest collection of visual delights 
by the photographer Morten Anderson is 
one such book. 

The pictures were taken over a one-year 
period from 1990-1991 and explore the 
city in a deeply personal and vibrant way. 
With over 180 images to choose from there 
is something for everyone. What comes 
across instantly is that although it is a large 
volume of work, each spread has been 
carefully considered, with an image to a 
page the pairings of the spreads interact 
and communicate the energy of the city with 
its buildings and inhabitants living closely 
alongside one another. Often a glimpse of 
loneliness is seen through his lens to remind 
us of the isolation of a city also.

Anderson who revels in the comparison 
embraces the obvious influence of Gary 
Winogrand. His style however has a more 
documentary feel. 

This large monograph covering the 
five decades of Gunnar Smoliansky’s 
photographic career, delivers proof of his 
reputation as one of the leading image-
makers of Swedish photography. 

Smolanski’s style is detailed by placing close 
attention to everyday life and producing 
pictures of intensely hushed beauty.  There 
is a graphic quality to some - like a ladder 
that is rendered in shadow swinging 
against a cloudy sky sharply in contrast 
to the softness of the clouds, surreal in its 
composition.  Surface, shadows, lines and 
textures feature heavily and are reminiscent 
of Aaron Siskind’s work, who himself was 
strongly influenced by Klein. 

Smolanski’s portraiture ranges from formal 
sittings to stolen glimpses of people on the 
street or in cafes. His street photography is 
interspersed throughout the book with other 
styles such as landscapes, portraits, nudes 
and still lives. The book accompanies a 
major retrospective of Smoliansky’s work at 
the Hasselblad Center in Göteborg.

LIP members receive reductions at The 
Photographer's Gallery Bookshop for the 
above selection of books.

Essays by Danny Lyon
Memories of Myself
Publisher: Phaidon Press
Price:£45 / £40.50 LIP members  

Morten Anderson  
Jetlag and Alcohol
Publisher: Shadowlab
Price: £37 / £33.30

Gunnar Smoliansky 
One Picture at a Time Photographs 1952-
2008
Publisher:Steidl / The Hasselblad Center
Price £59.00 / £53.10 

Photobook Reviews     
Book Recommendations by Laura Noble

Exhibitions      
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